Abstract -Motion detection algorithms that can be applied to surveillance cameras such as CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) have been studied extensively. Motion detection algorithm is mostly based on background subtraction. One main issue in this technique is that false positives of dynamic backgrounds such as wind shaking trees and flowing rivers might occur. In this paper, we proposed a method to search for dynamic background region by analyzing the video and removing false positives by re-checking false positives. The proposed method was evaluated based on CDnet 2012/2014 dataset obtained at "changedetection.net" site. We also compared its processing speed with other algorithms.
1) Introduction
Motion detection algorithms that can be applied to surveillance cameras such as CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) have been studied extensively. Motion detection algorithm is generally based on background subtraction by modeling background information and comparing the background with the current input image. There are many ways to model background information [1] [2] . In general, RGB color brightness value and features that can well represent background component are used. These features include Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [3] , Local Binary Similarity Pattern (LBSP) [4] , and so on. One research has revealed that LBSP has good performance when it is used with background subtraction algorithm [4] . In this paper, we proposed a method using background subtraction algorithm including RGB color value and LBSP [4] feature component.
When using background subtraction algorithm, it is important to prevent false positives for dynamic backgrounds such as leaves and rivers. In previous research, we have defined and used parameters to prevent false detection in dynamic background. However, these methods do not adequately remove false positives. In this paper, we proposed a method to remove frequently occurring false positives. First, we defined dynamic background samples to collect false positive component. We generated a dynamic background region by analyzing the video scene. When the foreground is detected in the dynamic background region, it is removed by re-checking false positives in dynamic background samples. The proposed method was evaluated based on CDnet 2012/2014 dataset [5] [6] obtained from "changedetection.net" site. CDnet 2012/2014 dataset [5] [6] contains various environments such as camera jittering and scene that includes dynamic background. This paper described the proposed algorithm in Section 2, evaluated the performance and computation speed of the algorithm in Section 3, and concluded the paper in Section 4.
2) Method
The proposed method is a motion detection algorithm based on background subtraction. Flow chart of the method is shown in Fig. 1 . The method consists of five modules: background samples, BG/FG classification, FP re-check, feedback process, and post-process. Background sample module is a module that saves and collects background samples used to classify between foreground and background. BG/FG classification module calculates the distance between the current input image and background samples to determine whether it is a foreground or a background. This is described in more details in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. FP re-check module performs a re-check to prevent false positives that can occur in situations when backgrounds such as trees or rivers are moving. In this paper, we define a candidate region in which a dynamic background can exist and dynamic background samples to collect false positives. When the foreground is detected in the dynamic background region, it is removed by rechecking false positives in dynamic background samples.
The feedback process module updates parameters used in background samples, BG/FG classification module. The post-process module is a module for processing filter operation and morphology operation to improve the quality of result image. This is described in more details in Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. 
2.1) Background samples
Since the proposed algorithm operates based on background subtraction, it is essential to collect background samples. In this paper, we used sample consensus method used in SuBSENSE [7] . Background samples have the same resolution as the input image. The number of samples is fixed at 50 (=N). LBP [3] uses pixel values of eight marked areas in a 3x3 mask while LBSP [4] uses pixel values of 16 marked areas in a 5x5 mask. Both texture features are calculated using pixel value of the marked area in the mask and the reference pixel value. In this paper, we used LBSP [4] calculation method used in SuBSENSE [7] . Equations (2) and (3) are used to calculate mask values of LBP [3] and LBSP [4] , respectively.
In the above equation, is the pixel value of the area of the colored part in the mask, is the reference pixel value, is the threshold used in LBP [3] , and (00.3) is the threshold ratio used in LBSP [4] . In Equation 3, LBSP [4] uses the reference pixel value and the threshold ratio to 
2.2) BG/FG classification
The BG/FG classification module classifies foreground and background in the input image based on background sample information in the Background samples module.
Equation (5) represents a formula for calculating foreground/background in the input image. This equation is the same as in SuBSENSE [7] . (7) and (8) are formulas for calculating −1 ( ) and −1 ( ). 
2.3) FP re-check
FP re-check is a module that detects and removes false positives from dynamic background in binary image ( ).
In this paper, we defined a parameter representing the dynamic region. Equations (9), (10), and (11) are formulas for calculating the dynamic region.
In ViBe + [2] , the foreground and background tend to be periodically repeated in the dynamic background. This case is called "blinking". It can be expressed as the condition of Equation (11). In the above equation, ( ) is a parameter indicating the part with dynamic background in the input image, BR t ( ) is the blinking rate per frame, and TB t ( ) is the total number of blinking pixel. When a value of BR t ( ) is higher than ℎ ℎ , the pixel is regarded as a dynamic background region. Figure 5 shows the dynamic background region calculated from Equations . This is called "blinking". However, this feature tends to occur frequently even when object passes or when noise is severe. In this paper, we used additional conditions included in the red region to better represent the false positive component. Equations (12) and (13) show parameters used in Fig. 6 . smaller than the dynamic color threshold, it is regarded as background. This is because the false positive that occurs in the dynamic background tends to have distinct brightness differences from the background so that it is enough to distinguish false positives from color components alone.
Through this process, it is possible to efficiently remove false positives that may occur in the dynamic background.
2.4) Feedback process
Feedback Process is a module that calculates ( ) and t ( ) parameters used in Background samples and BG/FG classification module. Equations (14) and (15) (17) and (18) are equations used for calculating ( ) and t ( ) parameters.
The updating method of ( ) and t ( ) is the same as that of SuBSENSE [7] . ( ) is a parameter that is updated by ( ) . It has a high value for noisy or dynamic background. The condition of
is to have an exponential relationship when increasing the value of ( ) . This exponential relationship can reduce false positives by returning higher values of ( ) for severely shaken trees.
( ) is a parameter used to update background samples.
This parameter is used to determine whether to update background samples with a 1/ ( ) probability every frame. In other words, the smaller the value, the more frequent updates will occur. It has a large value in the area where the object is detected while it has a small value in the area where the background is detected. It also has a small value within dynamic background. This is because the background is dynamic, thus requiring more color/LBSP components than a normal background.
2.5) Post process
Post process is a module that performs post-processing operations based on results obtained from the FP re-check module. To improve the quality of results, we proceeded with morphological operations and median filtering operations for resulting images. This process not only removes noise components in the resulting image, but also allows the foreground silhouette to be better represented. Figure 7 ) Parameter visualization used in the proposed algorithm.
3) Experimental results
In this paper, we evaluated and compared other background subtraction algorithms.
3.1) Evaluation for CDnet dataset
CDnet 2012 dataset is basically object detection environment baseline, camera jitter, environment where moving background such as leaves, dynamic background, environment where motionless object exists, intermittent object motion, shadow environment. There are a total of six categories. Each category has four to six sequences. Table 1 compares other background subtraction algorithms with the proposed algorithm for CDnet 2012 dataset.
SuBSENSE [7] is one of these comparison algorithms. It is an algorithm that proposes a background modeling method using color/LBSP information based on ViBe+ [2] and PBAS [9] . PAWCS [10] proposes persistence of background samples based on SuBSENSE [7] algorithm. It has improved performance compared to SuBSENSE [7] .
MBS (Multimode Background Subtraction) [11] is an algorithm that classifies backgrounds based on pixel sets using RGB and YCbCr channels. It classifies them using clustering. The proposed algorithm showed lower performance than PAWCS [10] , but better performance than other algorithms. The proposed algorithm showed lower performance than PAWCS [10] and WeSamBE [15] in terms of precision and FPR. However, the proposed method showed better performance than these algorithms in terms of FNR.
Compared to SuBSENSE [7] , it showed better performance. WeSamBE [15] 0.5~1 Table 5 shows comparison results between the proposed algorithm and other algorithms. The proposed method had a processing speed of 11 ~ 12 fps when only CPU was used.
It had a processing speed of 33 ~ 35 fps when GPU was used.
Among various algorithms used for comparison, PAWCS [10] showed the best performance, with processing speed of about 2 ~ 3 fps. The proposed algorithm was about 5 times faster. We also confirmed that the proposed algorithm showed better performance and fps than SuBSENSE [7] for CDnet 2012/2014 dataset.
4) Conclusion
In this paper, we defined a dynamic background region, searched for dynamic background, and newly defined dynamic background samples to collect false positive components that might occur in the dynamic background region, and then re-checked false positives. In this way, it is possible to remove false detection components that often occur in a dynamic background. However, since the dynamic background region of this paper is a parameter based on the assumption that "When blinking occurs, the region is likely to be a dynamic background region", there is a limitation in searching for a perfect dynamic background region. To improve this, it is necessary to find the unique tendency of the dynamic background and model it mathematically.
